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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have attempted to link environmental cues, such as lighting, with human performance and health, and initial findings seem to indicate a positive correlation between the two. Light is the major environmental time cue that resets the human circadian pacemaker, an endogenous clock in the hypothalamus that controls the timing of many 24-hour rhythms in physiology and behavior. Insufficient or inappropriate light exposure can disrupt normal circadian rhythms which may result in adverse consequences for human performance, health and safety.

This paper addresses the problem of prospective analysis of building architecture for circadian stimulus potential based on the state of the art in photobiology. Three variables were considered in this analysis: lighting intensity, timing, and spectrum. Intensity is a standard design tool frequently used in illuminating engineering. Timing and spectrum are not commonplace considerations, so the analysis that follows proposes tools to quantitatively address these additional requirements.

Outcomes of photobiology research were used in this paper to define threshold values for illumination in terms of spectrum, intensity, and timing of light at the human eye, and were translated into goals for simulation – and ultimately for building design. In particular, the climate-based Daylight Autonomy (DA) metric was chosen to simulate the probabilistic and temporal potential of daylight for human health needs.

The developed method was applied to study the impact of key architectural decisions on achieving prescribed stimulus of the circadian system in a hospital patient room design; studied variables included orientation, window size, and glazing material. A healthcare setting was specifically chosen with the intent of follow-on research to validate our findings with actual patient outcome data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Light affects humans on physical (Bergman, et al., 1995), physiological (Lockley, 2008, In Press), and psychological levels (Farley, et al., 2001), though the results are not always conclusive (Knez, 2001) (Joseph, 2006). As the relationship is complex, some level of simplification is necessary in order to make an objective assessment of the human health-light connection and we chose to pursue the human health-light connection from a physiological perspective.

The use of physiology as inspiration in architectural design finds precedent in the work of architects such as Richard Neutra (Neutra, 2007). By studying the relationship between human physiology and light, research in photobiology, especially circadian photoreception, has advanced to a point where specific lighting implications can be proposed. Previous research has reported dramatic healthcare outcomes in relation to the quality of daylit environments (Walsh, et al., 2005) (Beauchemin, et al., 1998) (Wilson, 1972) although the mechanism and photoreceptor systems mediating these effects are as yet unknown.

Many aspects of human physiology and behavior are dominated by 24-h rhythms that have a major impact on our health and well-being. For example, sleep-wake cycles, alertness and performance patterns, core body temperature rhythms and the production of the hormones melatonin and cortisol are all regulated by an endogenous near-24-hour oscillator in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the hypothalamus. The cells in these nuclei spontaneously generate rhythms with a period close to, but not exactly 24 hours, and are therefore synchronized to environmental time by the 24-hour light-dark cycle. Light information is captured exclusively by the eyes using specialized retinal photoreceptors located in the ganglion cell layer, separate from the rod and cone photoreceptors used for vision. These cells contain a novel photopigment called melanopsin and project directly to the SCN via a dedicated neural pathway, the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT) (Provenzio and others 2000). Each day the light-dark cycle resets the internal clock, which in turn, synchronizes the physiology and behavior controlled by the clock (Lockley, 2008, In Press). It is this time-index of light which is of interest for this research.

Melanopsin is most sensitive to short-wavelength (blue) visible light ($\lambda_{\text{max}} \sim 480$ nm) and studies on humans and animals have concluded that short-wavelength light maximally stimulates a wide range of physiological responses associated with the neuroendocrine and neurobiological systems. These include resetting the timing of the circadian pacemaker, suppressing nocturnal melatonin production, and improving subjective and objective measures of alertness (Lockley, et al., 2006) (Peirson, et al., 2006) (Brainard, et al., 2005) (Lockley, et al., 2003). Figure 1 shows the action spectra of the human three-cone photic visual system for individual cones [V(\lambda)], scotopic low-light vision [V'(\lambda)], and the presumed action spectrum based on currently available data for the non-visual ‘circadian’ photoreceptor system, here referred to as circadian stimulus [C(\lambda)]. Since circadian photoreception sensitivity [C(\lambda)] peaks at approximately 480 nm, photopic illumination measures such as lux or footcandles, which are calibrated for the human photopic system, (V(\lambda), $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ 555 nm) (Sharpe, et al., 2005), do not accurately express circadian stimulus (Lockley, et al., 2003) (Fig. 1).

In addition to spectrum, the intensity of the source is critical to achieving circadian effect. As reported by Cajochen et al. (2000), night-time light exposure from a 4100K lamp received at the cornea (vertical
illuminance) at \(~\text{200-500 lux}\) was sufficient to raise subjective alertness to the peak level tested (Cajochen, et al., 2000). Near-maximal suppression of melatonin production and circadian phase resetting was simultaneously achieved at a similar vertical illumination (Zeitzer, et al., 2000). While the relative illuminance of a single light source may correlate with the relative circadian stimulus, for artificial sources the short-wavelength content of lamps varies based on manufacturer and model. So, illuminance measurements from one source do not reflect the circadian stimulus from a different source at the same illuminance, and therefore the spectrum of each source must be considered specifically. In addition to spectrum and intensity, light timing, duration, pattern and prior exposure history are also critical aspects for determining how light stimulates circadian and other ‘non-visual’ responses (Lockley, 2008, In Press) (Veitch, et al., 2004), although these factors are beyond the scope of the current paper and are the basis for future applications.

The human circadian rhythm has an internal period of between 23.5-24.7h, with an average of 24.2h among healthy adults (Czeisler, et al., 1999) and therefore needs to be reset to exactly 24 hours each day in order to maintain an appropriate phase relationship with the environment. Light is the most powerful environmental entraining stimulus and daily ocular exposure to a 24-hour light dark cycle is required to reset the internal pacemaker to 24 hours. Most totally blind people, who do not receive daily light information via the eyes, are unable to synchronize their internal clocks to 24 hours and consequently suffer from ‘non-24-hour sleep wake disorder’ in which sleep and other daily rhythms run on patients’ own internal clock time (Lockley, et al., 1997) (Lockley, et al., 1999). Similar entrainment disorders are caused by shift-work and during jet-lag, when the environmental light-dark cycle becomes desynchronized from the internal circadian clock time.

![Figure 1: Spectral Responses of Photopic Long (Red), Medium (Green) and Short (Blue) Opsins (Sharpe, et al., 2005), Scotopic \(V'(\lambda)\) (CIE 1924), and Melanopsin \(C(\lambda)\) Systems.](image-url)
Depending on the timing of light exposure, light can both phase advance the clock to an earlier time or phase delay it to a later time; the magnitude of the phase shift depends on the intensity, duration and number of exposures. The direction and magnitude of phase shifts induced by a stimulus are defined by a Phase Response Curve (PRC) and under normal conditions. Light exposure in the later day/early night causes a phase delay of the pacemaker whereas light exposure in the late night/early day will phase advance the clock (Lockley, 2008, In Press). Light exposure during the middle of the day has less of a phase resetting effect on the circadian system (Lockley, 2008, In Press) (Veitch, et al., 2004) but remains important for internal monitoring of day- and night-length in relation to seasonal changes in light exposure (Wehr, 2001). Light exposure during the day also acutely improves alertness (Phipps-Nelson, et al., 2003) (Ruger, et al., 2006) (Vandewalle, et al., 2006) as it does during the night (Cajochen, et al., 2000). At night, the circadian system is highly sensitive to light exposure with ~100 lux white light initiating 50% of the maximal response to as much as 1,000-10,000 lux exposure (Cajochen, et al., 2000) (Zeitzer, et al., 2000) (Zeitzer, et al., 2005) (Ruger, et al., 2005).

The direct alerting effects of light are of particular interest for lighting design applications. Light exposure at night simultaneously suppresses melatonin production, the hormone which acts as the biochemical marker of night in both diurnal and nocturnal animals. In humans, melatonin onset is closely associated with the onset of the circadian rhythm of sleepiness and, if given synthetically, induces sleepiness. These findings suggest that the alerting effects of light at night may be due to the simultaneous suppression of melatonin production. This is not the case for the alerting effects of daytime light exposure, however, as no melatonin is produced during the day. It is possible that there are multiple mechanisms by which light can improve alertness and performance (Lockley and Gooley 2006) and these mechanisms are the subject of ongoing research (Phipps-Nelson, et al., 2003). For practical purposes until more data are available, we have considered that the alerting process mirrors that by which melatonin is suppressed. The dose-response is similar to that for melatonin suppression for night-time light exposure (Cajochen, et al., 2000) (Zeitzer, et al., 2000) and the alerting aspects of light are similarly blue-shifted relative to scotopic and photopic vision as for melatonin suppression (Cajochen, et al., 2005) (Lockley, et al., 2006).

This paper will build upon specific biological findings to propose methods by which circadian illumination may be considered in building design. From the literature, it appears that there are approximately five critical aspects to circadian rhythm: intensity, timing, duration/pattern, photic history, and spectrum (Lockley, 2008, In Press) (Veitch, et al., 2004). The timing and spectral requirements for circadian illumination differ enough from other forms of illumination, such general and task illumination, to warrant consideration of their impact upon lighting design.

The objective of this paper is to describe the characteristics of (day)light that may promote human health by providing lighting for the appropriate synchronization of circadian rhythms, and to use these findings to make specific (day)lighting recommendations, grounded in biological findings. Specific metrics and findings will be discussed but it is the relative evaluation and improvement in circadian efficacy which is of concern. In other words, these findings should not be taken as an absolute measure of circadian efficacy or health potential because the precise definition of the human circadian action spectrum C(λ) is still underway. For example, debate exists as to the extent of the contribution of rods...
and cones in addition to melanopsin, or whether non-visual photoreception exhibits spectral opponency, as demonstrated for vision. Similarly, there may be time-of-day differences in the spectral sensitivity function, effects of prior photic history or inter-individual or inter-population differences that may have to be taken into account in applying these findings. Therefore, while we use a nominal definition of $C(\lambda)$ in the current analyses, the findings of this paper are not specifically dependent on the curve presented, or any curve, and thus a consensus curve may be substituted into the process described here as knowledge advances. These data represent a starting point from which we can begin to address more practical and flexible solutions as needs inevitably arise.

2 METHOD

In a retrospective analysis of a lighted space, it is relatively simple to measure the spectral distribution of light received at a given sensor point across a specific wavelength range so as to draw conclusions about the source’s efficacy – typically based on the human eye’s photopic response $V(\lambda)$. This concept can also be extended to calculating simultaneously a “circadian efficacy” based on $C(\lambda)$ thereby providing additional information about the quality of the light exposure. Prospectively, the problem is quite different. Widely available simulation tools have limited or non-existent spectral simulation capabilities, and those simulation capabilities that exist are based on the photopic visual response, and do not provide radiometric spectra from which a circadian response could be deduced. To fill this gap, a methodology is proposed by which reasonable assertions of circadian efficacy can be made.

The process proposed here starts with calculation of the relative circadian efficacy of light sources with known spectra. Spectral information can be difficult to obtain, and following design, there is little certainty that a lamp with a specific spectrum will be installed and maintained over the life of a building (SLA, 2007). So, this paper relies on standard CIE illuminants including illuminants A, F2, F7, F11, E, D55, D65 and D75 (Commission International De L'Eclairage (CIE), 2006) (ASTM International, 2006). Spectra for 4100K and 18000K lamps manufactured by Philips Lighting (Mills, et al., 2007) and 460nm and 555nm (±10nm half-peak bandwidth) monochromatic exposure lamps (Lockley, et al., 2003) (Lockley, et al., 2006) are also considered. The use of CIE illuminants allows for general conclusions that are not source-specific, but instead broadly apply to commercially available lamps with similar characteristics. In the spectral analysis process that follows, these radiometric spectra are analyzed for their short-wavelength component content, from which a relative circadian weighting is derived. This process, when compared across a wide variety of illuminants, ultimately produces a chart (Fig. 4) which can be used to quickly reference the circadian potential of a considered light source in a temporally neutral application.

2.1 EVALUATION OF CIRCADIAN EFFICACY

The spectral analysis process scales a known (or presumed) relative radiometric spectrum [unit-less], which is modified to provide photon density [Photons/cm$^2$s$^{-1}$], irradiance [$\mu$W/cm$^2$], and circadian stimulus [W-C(\lambda)]. Photometric values (e.g. lumens) are the result of integrating a radiometric spectrum over the visible range, after having weighed it by a known response curve, $V(\lambda)$, as expressed in Eq. 1:

$$\phi_{\text{photo}} (\text{lm}) = 683 \sum_{\lambda=380\text{ nm}}^{930\text{ nm}} \phi_{\text{radio}} (\lambda) \ * \ V(\lambda) \ \text{d}\lambda.$$  

(1)
The process described here inverts this. We will assume a relative radiometric spectrum based on standard illuminants and use simulations below in a non-spectral manner to arrive at illuminance [lux]. The relationship between illuminance and radiometric spectrum is indeed precise (enough) that a known illuminance [lux] can be used to transform a known relative (unit-less) radiometric spectrum into an absolute spectral power distribution in Watts. This process begins by finding the unit-less photometric response from a normalized radiometric spectrum, in 5nm increments, by multiplying the radiometric spectrum by 683[lm/W] and V(λ) (Sharpe, et al., 2005). The calculated ratio of the total photometric response to each instance (Δ5nm) serves as a scalar factor. The actual illuminance at each 5nm increment is then the product of this scalar factor and the total illuminance [lux]. The same scalar factor can be used to convert the normalized radiometric spectrum to power, in Watts (over the wavelength range considered only). Since the original input for this computation process was lux [lm/m²], calculation of irradiance [μW/cm²] is then trivial. Photon density, which is another measure of radiometric power, can be calculated from the radiometric data using wavelength, a scalar factor, Plank’s constant, and the speed of light. Circadian stimulus, on the other hand, has no agreed upon measure. For the purposes of this paper, the radiometric spectrum [W] is simply multiplied by the C(λ) curve to give a circadian weighted value in watts [W-C(λ)]. An experimental circadian efficacy curve, C(λ), developed by Philips Lighting, based on data from (Brainard, et al., 2001) and (Thapan, et al., 2001), has been used in the current analysis but other predictions of C(λ) may equally apply. An overview of this process in the form of equations is provided in the Appendix of this paper.

This use of illuminance to infer radiometric properties has been validated in two cases. First, by comparison to published data for 460nm and 555nm monochromatic light sources (Lockley, et al., 2003) (Lockley, et al., 2006) as demonstrated in Table 1 and second, by comparison to experimental data gathered by Zeitzer, et al. (2000) (Zeitzer, et al., 2000) (Fig. 2). The calculated correlation in the latter case is 0.99, indicating a strong linear relationship between the measured and inferred data.

![Figure 2: Comparison of Calculated (Dashed) and Measured (Gray, Solid) (Zeitzer, et al., 2000) Photon Density of 4100K Lamp at Specified Illuminance Values](image-url)
Since the circadian efficacy of a light source is partly based on a spectrally weighted intensity of light, it is critical to the process that follows to establish a reasonable daylight illumination goal. For daylight, the spectral properties of the light change based on weather and window properties. Additionally, variability due to time, season, and weather make the prediction of daylight illuminance at a specific point somewhat uncertain. These are addressed in two ways: by the use of annual daylight estimation tool (DAYSIM (Reinhart, et al., 2001) (Reinhart, 2006)) that takes into account weather and sky conditions and by setting an appropriate spectrally-weighted illumination goal based on the predominant illuminant considered (D55, D65, D75). A more in-depth discussion of these topics can be found in (Pechacek, et al., 2008).

For artificial illumination, annual daylight estimation is replaced by a simple lighting simulation in RELUX. The artificial lighting simulation program RELUX is also RADIANCE-based and has been validated for use in architectural lighting applications (Christakou, et al., 2005). For electric luminaires, the spectrum does not materially change based on weather or timing for most commercially available systems, so no additional adjustments are made to compensate for these.

The process by which reasonable assertions of the circadian efficacy of an architectural design may be made is documented in Fig. 3. This paper aims to synthesize the spectral and intensity aspects of light, as shown on Fig. 3, into a common reference (Fig. 4). So, an architectural design would start with enough information (i.e. weather data, location) and detail (rooms, windows, massing) to build a reasonable DAYSIM model. Through a non-spectral simulation, the probability of achieving the daylight illuminance threshold is evaluated. Additionally, temporal mapping allows for comparison to timing goals. The feedback action allows for refinement of the design. This process reuses some of the terminology found in a previously published two-way approach to daylighting simulation (Mahdavi, et al., 1993).

Furthermore, daylighting is not the only demand placed on a proposed design. An optimizer, featured in Fig. 3, is thus recommended to refine the subject space’s properties accounting for other criteria such as comfort and energy efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Photons/cm²·s⁻¹</th>
<th>μW/cm²</th>
<th>Photopic Lux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>460nm Measured</td>
<td>2.8x10¹³</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460nm Inferred</td>
<td>2.8x10¹³</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>8.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555nm Measured</td>
<td>2.8x10¹³</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555nm Inferred</td>
<td>2.8x10¹³</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>67.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of Inferred and Measured (Lockley, et al., 2003) Radiometric Values of Two Monochromatic Sources
2.2 COMPARISON OF ILLUMINANTS

Using the above techniques, the ~300 lux vertical illuminance from the benchmark studies is translated into 100% circadian stimulus (Cajochen, et al., 2000) (Zeitzer, et al., 2000) with a calculated circadian power of 0.27 W-C(λ). A comparative study was then undertaken among artificial light sources and daylight sources to compare their relative circadian efficacy. This dataset was finally plotted on a graph whose design was inspired by the ASHRAE Psychometric Chart (Fig. 4).

As suggested by this chart, daylight (D55, D65, D75) outperforms the artificial light sources considerably. This difference may be attributed to daylight’s spectral peak (530nm in the morning, 460nm at noon, and 450nm for overcast days) which closely correlates to the peak action spectra of the human circadian system (λmax=480nm) for much of the day. (Lockley, 2008, In Press). As shown on the chart, the daylight target illuminances for the analysis that follows are 210, 190, and 180 lux for morning/evening (D55), noon (D65), and overcast (D75), respectively. For the range D55 to D75, this suggests an uncertainty of ±10-20 lux. The target illumination for artificial lighting is 360 lux for an F2 lamp or 228 lux for an F7 lamp.
Fig. 4. Alertness Benefit (Cajochen and others 2000) from Illuminants by Color Temperature: Comparison of Various Light Sources (ASTM International 2006) (CIE 2006) by Color Temperature, Illuminance, Comfort, and Circadian Efficacy assuming Spectral Neutrality of Construction Materials and Biological Temporal Neutrality.

3 APPLICATION TO ELECTRIC ILLUMINATION IN A HOSPITAL PATIENT ROOM

Much of the literature regarding photobiology and lighting has focused on artificial lighting sources. The use of artificial lighting is pervasive, and perhaps inescapable, especially in tightly controlled environments such as operating rooms. Experiment 1 hypothesizes that artificial lighting standards for hospital patient rooms are inadequate to meet the circadian illumination requirements of a patient.

A patient room was considered as a case study to test the adequacy of standards in electric lighting for hospital rooms to meet the circadian illumination requirements of a patient. Its dimensions were established based on information published by the AIA and the US Department of Defense (American Institute of Architects, 2006). Its interior surfaces were assumed to be spectrally neutral and of the following reflective properties: gypsum board walls 60% reflective, vinyl floors 30% reflective with 0.05 specularity, acoustical ceiling tiles 80% reflective with a specularity of 0.01 (Reinhart, 2006). The results of a 2-lamp configuration in the light fixture simulated are provided in Fig. 5. The peak horizontal illumination is 495 lux, with values of 300 lux occurring approximately where a patient’s head would be positioned. When the same illumination is measured vertically, the illumination level is about 100 lux. These values comply with illumination recommendations in the IESNA manual for healthcare facilities, which require 30-300lux in this application, depending on task (Illuminating Engineering Society of North America, 2006). While complying with national standards for general illumination purposes, this room does not meet the circadian illumination goal (360 vertical lux for F2 lamp or 228 vertical lux for F7 lamp).
In the case of the cool white lamp (F2), the simulated vertical illumination level falls between 25-50% of the desired circadian efficiency. For the daylight lamp (F7), the range is 50-75%. As shown in Fig. 4 above, the use of higher color temperature lamps (i.e. F7) will yield improved circadian stimulus, however, as the comfort line indicates, a higher illumination may be necessary for subjective occupant comfort. Additionally, typical artificial illumination sources are temporally neutral—meaning that the timing aspect of the illumination does not correspond to social or environmental circadian organization. Lacking this critical third element of circadian stimulus, artificial illuminants are best used for general illumination purposes, and not for circadian illumination, especially as windows are required in hospital patient rooms and better perform as circadian illuminators.

4 APPLICATION TO DAYLIGHTING - IMPACT OF GLAZING FRACTION AND ORIENTATION

A set of Daylight Autonomy calculations (Reinhart, et al., 2001) were performed to evaluate how effectively natural light would reach a patient using the same imaginary subject room as the previous experiment. The results of this investigation are presented in (Pechacek, et al., 2008) and will only briefly be summarized here.

The room was assumed to be oriented due north, south, east, or west to demonstrate how changes in orientation affect achievement of DA goals. Glazing fractions of 11%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% were chosen to demonstrate how changes in window size further affect interior illumination levels (Hausladen, et al., 2005).

Daylight Autonomy as expressed in a plane shows the spatial dimension within one design variation. Temporal mapping of illuminance at one point gives time and illuminance information, but does not provide spatial data. The confluence of these two approaches provides an objective assessment of the circadian potential of the space through simulation (Pechacek, et al., 2008). The circadian efficacy of daylight was calculated using an equivalence chart similar to the one shown in Fig. 4, so as to weigh the target illuminance for spectral composition.
Figure 6 documents how varying room orientation and glazing fraction affects its circadian potential compared to the spectrally-weighted illumination goal. Figure 7 demonstrates brightness of daylight at the patient’s eye in 5 minute increments over a typical year in Boston. This diagram was derived from output created by DAYSIM (ILL file) (Reinhart, 2006) and using a graphical display method described in (Kleindienst, et al., 2008). More details about the assumptions and simulation parameters for these results are given in (Pechacek, et al., 2008).

Figure 6: DA (%) at the patient’s head (assessed on a vertical plane) at Test Point (190 lux or 180 lux (north), 06:00-18:00h) by Glazing Fraction (%) for North, South, East, and West Facing Hospital Rooms in Boston, USA.

Figure 7: Temporal Maps of West (L) and East (R) Facing Patient Room, GF=90%, Max Illumin = 2000 lux, Min Illumin. = 0 lux. No Shading Device or Blinds Specified. Vertical axis: time (0 h, bottom to 24 h, top). Horizontal axis: day/month of year (Jan, L. to Dec, R.). Location: Boston, USA.
The realization of target DA spatially is described in Fig. 8. These diagrams display DA at 190 lux (180 lux North) in a vertical plane located approximately at a patient’s head, perpendicular to the window. A vertical illuminance test plane is used to represent the natural forward looking gaze of a hospital patient. The window is located to the left in each diagram. The results of this analysis indicate that achievement of the DA goal varies by 20% or more based on location in the same room.

![Fig. 8. Effects of Orientation on Daylight Autonomy Goals for Patient Room, GF = 30 percent, no shades. Location: Boston, USA. (Pechacek, Andersen, & Lockley 2008).](image)

The effect of shading devices and blinds on circadian-stimulating illumination levels spatially is shown in Fig. 9. As shown in the diagram on the top left, a south facing window with 30% glazing fraction, can expect to achieve the target illumination level during most of the year around noontime. When a simple shading device system of horizontal louvers (Fig. 9, top right) is added to the outside of the window, the probability of achieving this illumination is reduced. The reduction in peak illumination is exaggerated by a passive venetian blind user as shown in Fig. 9 (bottom).

In these cases, the result of using venetian blinds is a significant reduction in circadian effectiveness of the space by overly reducing the intensity of the available daylight to below the target level of 190-180lux. This is significant because the use of venetian blinds in this manner is a likely representation of human behavior.
For these electric and day-lighting simulations the space was considered spectrally neutral. A simple experiment was executed, hypothesizing that the spectrum of light received at the eye would be the weighted sum of the direct sky component’s spectrum (which would be a function of $S(\lambda)\tau(\lambda)$) and the internally reflected component’s spectrum (which would be a function of $S(\lambda)\tau(\lambda)pfwpcw(\lambda)$). (Pechacek, et al., 2008) provides a brief discussion about this assumption, and was investigated further here.

The results of this RADIANCE experiment demonstrate that for spectrally neutral spaces, the spectrum of the light source $S(\lambda)\tau(\lambda)$, shown in gray, is not materially altered (Fig. 10, Top). On the other hand, walls painted in blue-deficient colors may contribute to a degradation of circadian stimulus. For example, the DuPont 72 and RAL 1015 each caused a reduction in the source’s blue spectral component. This means that on a per-lumen basis, the blue content of the light is diminished relative to the other spectral components. In the most extreme case tested (the DuPont 72), the blue component did not reach the near-zero value of the source spectrum (Table 2).

5 SPECTRAL NEUTRALITY ASSUMPTION

Figure 9: Effects of Window Blind Use on Daylight Autonomy Goals for South Facing Patient Room, GF=30%, Shading Device (Right), Blinds (Bottom). Blinds for Passive User. Location: Boston, USA
It is likely that the direct sunlight component and inter-reflections from neutral floors and ceilings prevent a complete loss of blue light. Additionally, distance from the source (window) matters—a location closer to the window would have less degradation than one further away. The test room is 13’-0” deep [3962mm] perpendicular to the window. In the case of the DuPont 72, this distance was enough to result in a near-half reduction of blue light in a room painted with a blue-deficient color. These results confirm the findings of Wandachowicz that interior paint colors diminish the circadian efficacy of a light source through spectral distortions (Wandachowics, 2006). These results tend to be specific for overcast conditions. This is because the effect of direct sunrays at the test location will likely diminish the contribution of interior reflections.
6 DISCUSSION

One of the greatest advances of the modern era is the ability to construct buildings that are comfortable and brightly lit without regard to orientation and access to daylight (Banham, 1984). The present research, however, indicates that the human circadian system may be more sensitive to these differences for optimal functioning, and suggests that additional considerations for circadian efficiency are required in addition to general building illumination, which serves a separate purpose than vision. The role of circadian-sensitive design is gaining prominence through codification in the Green Guides for Health Care Design and, while initial results are promising, additional research in this area is required (Green Guide for Health Care, 2007) Circadian stimulus relies on spectrum, intensity, and timing of light. This should not be confused with general building illumination which serves a different purpose.

6.1 ACHIEVING CIRCADIAN NEEDS

Figure 4 represents a starting point for how illumination can meet circadian needs and provide a useful and novel tool for lighting and architectural designers. These model predictions remain to be tested experimentally and therefore remain a work-in-progress as additional information is accrued. Other considerations may also be necessary as these data are developed. For example, lighting spaces with lower levels of bluer light may not find acceptance from users based on color temperature preference. There may also be as yet unproven consequences on health and performance of altering light environments beyond normative conditions (Stevens, et al., 2007) (Lockley, 2007) and therefore caution is required as these basic findings are applied in real-world settings.

The siting and orientation of a building may affect its ability to meet circadian-weighted Daylight Autonomy goals as indicated in Fig. 6. This is complicated in real-world applications by urban masking effects and the use of courtyards in buildings such as hospitals. So, the results of Fig. 6 cannot be applied to new building construction blindly. Instead, a careful analysis of solar access must also inform building massing and orientation.

The findings presented here add to discourse regarding the health-promoting potential of building envelope design. A building’s envelope is a significant investment in the appearance and functionality of a building and will tend to experience few replacement cycles during a building’s lifespan (SLA, 2007). These findings demonstrate that a room with a window is no guarantee of adequate circadian illumination. A highly transmissive window was tested in the present research ($t_m=0.74$). Even in this case, the likelihood of achieving the modest target illumination level varied greatly, especially below 50% glazing fraction. Above 50%, the circadian efficacy improvement for glazing fraction by orientation has diminishing return. Specific healthcare goals such as improved quality and/or cost savings, however,
may dictate meeting circadian illumination targets at the highest rates. Conversely, tinted windows, which are more commonly used in the United States, often have transmissivities in the range of 50-60%. This means that a larger window area may be necessary to achieve the same results as the clear window tested here. Tint colors such as bronze or gray will reduce the contribution of the blue light components of daylight, and it is these components that are most critical for circadian stimulus.

Artificial lighting, in its most common forms, cannot substitute for circadian illumination in most building applications. In comparison to building envelopes, artificial lighting systems are much less durable, more prone to replacement cycles (SLA, 2007), and limited lamp-life dictates rapid cycling of lamps over the lifespan of a building. The intensity of artificial light will vary based on a number of circumstances including the building, system age, maintenance, design, and so on. In the case of the room studied, 300 lux horizontal or 100 lux vertical was found to be inadequate in a temporally neutral application. Increasing illumination intensity solely to achieve circadian efficiency goals would likely raise interior cooling loads and electricity consumption. This is especially true for office buildings where power consumption for lighting and air conditioning represent a significant percentage of energy use.

Alternately, it is theoretically possible to choose a bluer lamp that would meet basic circadian requirements for alertness at lower levels of illumination intensity (Fig. 4). This choice, however, would likely only result in user demands for higher illumination levels to maintain visual comfort. Furthermore, artificial light may lack the temporal qualities necessary for proper circadian function (Veitch, et al., 2004). Except for some specific emerging technologies, artificial illumination cannot substitute for the temporal cues (alerting, phase shifting, etc.) of daylighting, and used wrongly may, in fact, confound circadian organization. Not every situation needs to provide 100% circadian alerting potential. For example, family rooms, dining rooms and bedrooms in residences may benefit their occupants by providing no alerting effect (e.g., below the 25% line on Fig. 4), thus reinforcing the natural onset of melatonin in the early evening hours. Therefore, for most typical architectural applications, it makes sense to use appropriate exposure to daylight to reinforce good circadian entrainment. Balance is needed, however, as more daylight may lead to more glare, and exposure may also be impacted by user behavior. As Fig. 9 demonstrates, use of window blinds may reduce the circadian efficacy of daylight. Mitigating approaches could include less opaque window blind systems and better window and shading device design.

4.2 FURTHER INTERIOR SPACE CONSIDERATIONS

The arrangement of building interiors (walls, furniture, etc.) can also contribute to, or detract from, the circadian stimulus of daylight. For example, Fig. 8 demonstrates that small variations in patient positioning in the subject room can result in large changes in access to the daylight illumination goal. In an extreme case (IESNA RP-29-06, Fig. 7) for example, the patient clearly faces away from the window altogether, and likely receives little or no circadian benefit (Illuminating Engineering Society of North America, 2006). These experimental results find immediate application to the question of patient room toilet location in hospitals. In cases where a room’s toilet is located on the façade-size of the space, access to daylight is reduced through lower glazing fraction (Fig. 6) and through distance from the window (Pechacek, et al., 2008) (Fig. 8).
More broadly, the same techniques can find application to design of other parts of a hospital, such as clinical and ancillary areas, and to other building types such as office buildings and residences. For example, doctors often work in largely windowless clinics. Using the techniques described in this paper, a designer could propose new designs for clinics which allow for adequate daylighting in work areas, thus reinforcing the circadian synchrony of doctors and other medical staff, with additional anticipated benefits resulting from the alerting potential of daylight. Similarly, for office spaces, southern exposures may enhance the sensation of alertness and improve performance over the duration of the average workday, in contrast to eastern and western exposures which will tend to have better light at the beginnings and ends of workdays.

With respect to psychological approaches to lighting criteria, it is very difficult to find an objective definition of psychologically healthy design because of a lack of response curves. We probably are all in concurrence that spaces which promote healthy psychology are necessary. In fact, if we go back to literature, Beauchemin & Hays 1998 suggest that their findings are psychologically driven (not physiologically-driven). And the experimental conditions they measured are actually in-line with those suggested by this paper (very bright light was associated with better patient outcomes). Furthermore, the conditions associated with healthy psychology, i.e. limiting Seasonal Affective Disorders for instance, are similar to those which promote healthy circadian biology. Hence, the use of circadian illumination is helpful as a proxy for "healthy" lighting. Health is both a physical and psychological condition. The danger, of course, is that if taken out of context or used in an extreme manner, the findings of our paper can be harmful (i.e. such as increased risk of disease from light at night and night shift workers).

In the context of homes and for individuals with normal sleep-wake patterns, exposure to bright morning daylight in bedrooms, and daytime daylight in other rooms both makes sense and has been suggested both from a functional and circadian perspective (Alexander, et al., 1977). In typical multifamily residences, where each unit typically has a single exposure, the potential circadian effect would be dependent on the orientation of the entire apartment (Fig. 11). As orientation is rarely considered in apartment design, it may make sense to rethink societal templates for these housing types to offer functionally-appropriate solar exposures for each unit. For office spaces, southern exposures may enhance the sensation of alertness and improve performance over the duration of the average workday, in contrast to eastern and western exposures which will tend to occur at the beginnings and ends of workdays.

![Figure 11: Typical Two-Bedroom Apartment in the US](image-url)
These results also find application in interior design. Much of the literature on the psychology of color and the role of color and light on human health postulate that reddish (longer-wavelength) colors are stimulating and short-wavelength bluish colors are calming, including use in hospital color-based therapeutics (Itten 2003). Such thinking is grounded in ancient and medieval medicine, and more recently in the field of ‘color therapy’ with little or no controlled experimental support. The recent work on the alerting effects of light (Cajochen, et al., 2005) (Lockley, et al., 2006), supported by the results of Experiment 3, show that the opposite is the case: short-wavelength blue light is most arousing neurobehaviorally and longer-wavelength light is less stimulating. Johannes Itten writes about the stimulating effects of reddish colors compared to the calming effects of bluish colors, and suggests this consideration in hospital color-based therapeutics (Itten, 2003). Experiment 3 overturns his suggestions. A room with predominantly red or red-shifted finishes will likely result in a reduction in the circadian efficacy of the light sources, especially at some distance from the window. This means that red-shifted finishes can reduce or eliminate the circadian effect of light sources. Recent trends in healthcare design emphasize a “homey” appearance with artificial natural finishes and “warm” color pallets. Besides being conceptually inviolate, this also may conflict with the physiological results reported here—especially in spaces with already marginal daylight contribution.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper provides a preliminary method for the analysis of circadian illumination in a space with certain assumptions. The method presented uses off-the-shelf technology and some novel calculations to provide useful design information. The results of the experiments above indicate that for a given architectural design, the large and small decisions each contribute to, or detract from, the relative circadian potential of a space. Untested, but likely, is the fact that these variables work in series, starting with sky conditions proceeding to the eye, with each decision affecting the next proportionally.

This paper does not attempt to conclusively define circadian stimulus—rather, it raises critical questions about the design of buildings and lighting, especially with respect to improving human health and healthcare outcomes. Towards this end, it harnesses what knowledge is available to sketch-out processes and key findings by which we may better understand the implications for buildings.

Little in the way of rigorous analysis exists in the emerging field of evidence-based design, however billions of dollars are committed to healthcare construction in the United States each year. This paper applies traditional scientific inquiry in an attempt to provide objective, quantitative analysis of specific health characteristics of light to arrive at specific recommendations for architectural design. Careful attention to the issues presented here should increase the circadian health potential of new building designs, and will likely contribute to improve patient outcomes pending validation through future research.
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APPENDIX

Equations 1 through 4, below, are used to calculate the circadian efficacy of an illuminant in a temporally neutral application. For the purposes of this paper, Microsoft’s EXCEL was used to perform these calculations, so the equations are expressed in tabular form.

Equation 1 defines a unit-less photometric response from a unit-less radiometric spectra. The sum of the photometric response [unit-less], in this case, is 1,124,462 which is used as part of the scalar factor in Equation 2.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\lambda [\text{nm}] & \text{Im} / \text{W} & V(\lambda) & \phi_{\text{radio-relative}} & \tau(\lambda) & \phi_{\text{photo-relative}} \\
390 & 683 & 0.0005 & 54.6482 & 0.5968 & 11.153 \\
480 & 683 & 0.1889 & 104.865 & 0.7278 & 10888 \\
555 & 683 & 1.0 & 102.023 & 0.7514 & 52354 \\
630 & 683 & 0.0 & 60.3125 & 0.5162 & 0 \\
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{(A.1)}\]

Given an illuminance, say 1000 lux, the ratio of photometric response at defined increments (here 5nm) to the total photometric response [unit-less] are used to infer the actual illuminance per increment (Equation 2). Summing the resultant column should produce the equation’s input value: 1000 lux.

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\lambda [\text{nm}] & \phi_{\text{photo-relative}} & \Sigma \phi_{\text{photo-relative}} & \text{E} [\text{Im}] & \phi_{\text{photo-absolute}} [\text{lux}] \\
390 & 11.153 & 1125462 & 1000 & 0.0099 \\
480 & 10888 & 1125462 & 1000 & 9.6761 \\
555 & 52354 & 1125462 & 1000 & 46.518 \\
630 & 0 & 1125462 & 1000 & 0 \end{array}
\]

\[\text{(A.2)}\]

Using the same scalar factors as in Equation 2 above, the unit-less radiometric spectrum is converted to an actual spectral power distribution in Watts as shown in Equation 3. Summing the resultant column, in this case, results in 4.56 W/m².

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\lambda [\text{nm}] & \phi_{\text{photo-relative}} & \phi_{\text{photo-absolute}} & \phi_{\text{radio-relative}} & \phi_{\text{radio-absolute}} \\
390 & 0.0099 & 11.153 & 32.614 & 0.0289 \\
480 & 9.6761 & 10.880 & 84.369 & 0.0750 \\
555 & 46.518 & 52.354 & 76.660 & 0.0681 \\
630 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 31.133 & 0.0 \end{array}
\]

\[\text{(A.3)}\]
Equation 4 Transforms the radiometric spectrum into circadian stimulus in Watts [W-C(\(\lambda\))]. The sum of the resultant column, in this case, is 1.45 W-C(\(\lambda\)).

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\lambda[\text{nm}] & \phi_{\text{radio-absolute}} & C(\lambda) & W-C(\lambda) \\
\hline
390 & 0.0359 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
480 & 0.0690 & 0.95 & 0.0725 \\
555 & 0.0671 & 0.26 & 0.0175 \\
830 & 0.0 & 0.0 & 0.0 \\
\end{array}
\] (A.4)

For the RADIANCE simulations used to test spectral neutrality, the following material parameters were used.

The radiometric daylight conditions were set as described below for an overcast sky (D75):

```
skyfunc glow sky_mat
0
0
4
0.80 1 1.04 0
```

```
sky_mat source sky
0
0
4
0 0 1 180
```

The radiometric material properties were set as described below:

```
void plastic ConcFlr_Tiles_Suspended
0
0
5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0
```

```
void plastic Framed_Plasterboard_Partition
0
0
5 [varies – see table 2] 0 0
```

```
void plastic AcousticTileSuspended
0
0
5 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.01 0
```

```
void glass GlzSys1
0
0
3 0.7 0.81 0.71
```
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